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The Colwall Village Design Statement is an initiative of the Village Society. It

has been developed, researched and written by local people and is representative

of the views of the village as a whole. The guidelines for Village Design

Statements published by the Countryside Agency have been closely followed.

The document has been produced by a group of 12 - 15 residents over a period of

18 months. Throughout this time the members of the group have obtained the

views and ideas of the people of Colwall, village organisations, local businesses

and landowners, as well as circulating draft copies extensively in the village.

They have consulted the Parish Council, Herefordshire Council Forward

Planning Department and other statutory and local bodies including the Malvern

Hills Conservators and the Malvern Hills AONB.

This Colwall Design Statement was endorsed for material

consideration when dealing with planning matters, by

Herefordshire Council on 20th April 2001.
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COLWALL

Village Design Statement

OUR VISION FOR COLWALL

� To create a thriving and sustainable village that recognises the needs and aspirations

of all who live here.

� To make local character count when planning any development proposals.

� To protect the environment and enhance it for all those who live and work in it.

� To recognise and make the most of what we have both within the village and in the

surrounding countryside.

� To produce and continually review this Village Design Statement which should be

adopted to manage change and achieve the above guiding principles.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Colwall is a large village on the

eastern boundary of Herefordshire,

about halfway between the towns of

Malvern and Ledbury. It lies on the

slopes of the Malvern Hills in the centre

of the Malvern Hills Area of

Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).

1.2 The Colwall Village Design

Statement describes Colwall as it is

today, at the start of the 21st century. It

highlights the qualities of its settlement

and environmental beauty in an effort to

define its local distinctiveness.

1.3 Its aim is to ensure that future

development and change in Colwall is

based on an understanding of the

village’s past and present. It contributes

to the protection and improvement of

Colwall’s special character, maintaining

the high quality of its environment.

1.4 The Design Statement is intended

to be a practical tool and will be of

particular interest to:
� statutory bodies and public

authorities
� planners, developers, builders,

architects, designers and engineers
� local community groups
� householders and businesses

It is envisaged that this document will

link local knowledge and opinion with

the Malvern Hills District Local Plan,

the emerging Unitary Development Plan

for Herefordshire and the plans of other

statutory bodies for policies affecting

the Colwall area.

2 HISTORY

2.1 Early inhabitants of the area

occupied the Hill Fortification on the

edge of the parish known as British

Camp. The settlement of Colwall was

recorded in the Domesday Book and

developed through the ages with

particular interest from the Bishop of

Hereford who established a hunting

lodge by the Church.

2.2 Evendine was the first area of

settlement. In the 1830’s Upper Colwall

developed around the Wyche Cutting. It

was not until mid-Victorian times and

the arrival of the railway that the village

developed around Colwall Stone.

2.3 The Victorian influence is seen in

the presence of large houses with private

driveways scattered in random fashion

in the parish and built in a variety of

styles. Large private estates and houses

attracted large gardens and the Victorian

legacy to us comes from their passion

for planting large specimen trees,

creating the present environment. The

Victorians also provided

accommodation for their workers in the

style of terraced cottages.

2.4 As Colwall’s prosperity increased

so did the number of dwellings.

Between the 1900s and 1940s settlement

developed along the Walwyn Road and

around Colwall Green and Orlin Road.

These were the last major areas of new

settlement. Since then the village has

grown in each decade by extensive

infilling.
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Past to Present

2000BC approximately

Establishment of Round Barrows

above Gardener’s Common

\\\

Close to 1000BC

Construction of British Camp

\\\

Domesday Book records

a population of around 100 people in

Colwall

\\\

St James the Great Parish Church

parts date back to Saxon times

\\\

1642 – 1652

Civil War soldier buried within parish

boundaries

\\\

1660

Bishop of Hereford’s Hunting Lodge sold;

new owner rebuilt parts of it with brick

\\\

1801

Population of Colwall 635

\\\

1861

Arrival of first train in Colwall

\\\

1871

Population of Colwall 1,349

\\\

1927

Building of Church Room

(now Village Hall)

\\\

1991

population of Colwall 2,137

\\\

at the millennium, estimated

population 2,250
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3 VILLAGE IN THE LANDSCAPE

3.1 Colwall lies on the edge of the

folds of the western slopes of the

Malvern Hills. The Parish boundary

encompasses a large area of countryside,

all of which is within the Malvern Hills

designated Area of Outstanding Natural

Beauty (AONB). The AONB authority

together with the Malvern Hills

Conservators and the local authorities –

Herefordshire Council and Colwall

Parish Council – provide landscape

management guidance and legal

protection for this largely agricultural

land.

3.2 Because of its unique geographical

location in the centre of an Area of

Outstanding Natural Beauty, Colwall

has special responsibilities for its

building development not only to its

residents but also to many thousands of

visitors that come to the Malvern Hills

to enjoy the countryside. Current

estimates for tourism to the Hills and

surrounding area are at least one million

visitors a year. Two of the most popular

sites on the Hills are within the parish.

3.3 Herefordshire Council recognises

that any development must have

minimal effect upon landscape setting.

With this in mind they are undertaking a

Landscape Character Assessment for the

county which it is hoped will become

supplementary planning guidance. This

welcome approach will be vital in the

Malvern Hills and Colwall area.

3.4 The relationship of Colwall to the

surrounding countryside is illustrated on

the outline map on the inside back

cover. The village has developed

following the line of the railway and

Walwyn Road (B4218), and is

approximately two miles along its major

axis. In the northeast it clings to the

higher slopes of the hills, amongst

heavily wooded areas, and then

descends to the more open agricultural

land at its south western corner. The

density of building gradually decreases

away from the central axis so that the

village fits relatively unobtrusively into

the surrounding country and hillsides.
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3.5 It is to the village’s benefit that it

supports many densely wooded areas,

hedgerows and individual trees, which

screen much of the building. The trees,

especially from April to October,

provide a canopy that softens the visual

impact of the settlement. There are also

a number of important open views and

visual gaps between developed areas

that have a strategic importance and

contribute to the overall balance of

building and agricultural landscape.

3.6 The principal approaches to the

village are along Walwyn Road from the

north-east and the south-west. A

network of local lanes serving isolated

dwellings, farms and neighbouring

villages supplements this main route.

The inter-relationship of these routes

contributes to the rural character of

Colwall.

3.7 When approaching the village from

the east, the views of the Herefordshire

countryside dominate. There are

spectacular reminders of this when

passing through the Wyche cutting or

looking down on to the village from

Jubilee Drive. As Colwall is

approached from the west, views up to

the Malvern Hills dominate. A special

approach is along the B4218 past Barton

Court, under the old wooden bridge

across the road. Here open ‘parkland’

landscape leads the eye up to British

Camp. These open aspects at the edges

of the village result in a gradual

transition from the countryside to the

built environment at the village centre.

Village in the landscape

Guidelines

� the balance between the built and

green environment, including

agricultural landscape, should be

maintained

� the maintenance and extension of

the richly varied tree cover should

be ensured

� particular attention should be paid

to the visual impact of the pattern

of buildings and developments

when seen looking down from the

Hills and up to the Hills

� the open approaches to the village

from Herefordshire should be

maintained
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4 PATTERN OF DEVELOPMENT

4.1 The pattern of development in

Colwall can be described as linear, with

settlement sited alongside the roads and

lanes. Spurs off Walwyn Road form a

herringbone pattern. The roads and

lanes follow the natural contours of the

land and as a result many of the houses

are hidden from view from the Malvern

Hills.

4.2 Due to the predominately linear

pattern a large proportion of dwellings

back onto open countryside or public

open space. This allows views out of

the village to the Malvern Hills and

surrounding countryside. Within the

village, wide grass verges and the siting

of buildings with surrounding space for

vegetation gives an open green effect.

4.3 Within the overall pattern of

settlement the village consists of several

visually and geographically distinct

areas.

Upper Colwall is a scattered grouping of

buildings set on steeply sloping land.

Most of the houses originate from the

early 1900s and enjoy magnificent

views across the Herefordshire

countryside.

In recent years there has been some

development but this has been limited to

infilling. Because of various

environmental and physical constraints,

there are few opportunities for further

growth in this part of the village.
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Characteristic features of Upper Colwall

are roof scapes, clusters of houses

around open spaces, dominance of trees

and distinctive views

Allen’s Meadow, Upper Colwall

Colwall Stone and the Park Hotel



Colwall Stone can justifiably be called

the centre of the village, both

geographically and for the community.

It has a range of facilities including two

groups of shops, public houses, library,

post office and doctors’ surgery. The

much revered village clock tower, ‘Aunt

Alice’, also stands in a small

recreational ground in this central

location. An asset is Colwall’s small

unmanned railway station.

Not surprisingly this area of Colwall has

been the principal area of residential

development and light industrial

building, with continuous growth since

the 1950s. Until very recently the area

has evolved in a state of equilibrium

with very few overpowering buildings

upsetting the balance. Even the

centrally located hotel has an

architecturally soft style and serves as a

dignified reminder of what characterises

Colwall.

To the north, the areas of Old Church

Road, Mathon Road and Walwyn Road

are characterised by distinctive houses

in large mature plots. This area is in the

process of designation as a Conservation

Area.
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Colwall Post Office

Characteristic features in Colwall Stone

are mixed architectural styles - Victorian,

Edwardian, 1970s, 1980s and 1990s,

wide tree lined grass verges along the

main road, open plan frontages planted

with shrubs and flower beds in some later

developments. The avenue of small

leaved limes from Brockhill Road to

Colwall Green is a main road feature

rarely seen in Britain.

Edwardian Semis

A 1990s development at Colwall Stone



Colwall Green identifies the south-west

part of the village. This is a generally

open area extending along the road from

the Oddfellows public house and over

the railway bridge to the south western

edge of the village. This area contains

community and recreational facilities -

the Village Hall, cricket and football

grounds, the historic Elms School and

the Colwall Church of England Primary

School. The Green itself is a

well-defined and prominent feature,

bounded by a mature drive of lime trees

and beyond them views to the west

across the surrounding farmland and

rolling hills.

Housing development is grouped around

two sides of the Green.

Opportunities for infill development

around Colwall Green are extremely

limited.

Characteristic features in Colwall

Green are distinctive views, Victorian

and Edwardian houses, the rendered

‘semis’ of Evendine Corner, wide grass

verges, trees.

Evendine was the earliest settlement and

the lane winds its way from Colwall

Green between high hedges up the

western slopes of the Malvern Hills

towards British Camp, frequently

offering outstanding views across the

Herefordshire countryside. Properties in

this area are mainly of individual and

distinctive designs standing in large

plots.

Characteristic features in Evendine

Lane are the balanced mix of woodland

and farmland, frequent open views, and

individual large houses, the majority of

which are listed.
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A distinctive view from Colwall Green

Rendered semis at Evendine Corner

Evendine Lane in winter



Orlin Road to the north west of the

village is a small housing estate, which

together with adjacent development

forms a well-defined group of

buildings.

Characteristic features in Orlin Road

are the 1930’s period community

housing.

The Parish Church of St James the Great

is one mile from the present village

centre, in the valley towards the western

edge of the parish and is surrounded by

farmland.

The Church, the neighbouring Church

Ale House, memorial garden and the

Bishop of Hereford’s hunting lodge -

now Park Farm, must be recognised as

one of the distinctive areas of the

village. The private estates of Hope End

and Old Colwall form the western

boundary of the parish.
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St. James the Great, Colwall, the Ale House and Memorial Garden

Orlin Road

Historic Park Farm

Characteristic features in the area of

St. James are historic buildings,

compact cluster of related dwellings in

open farmland.



Open Spaces

4.4 Within the village there are a

number of green open spaces which are

significant in the pattern of the

developed village area. Examples of

significant open spaces regarded as

‘green lungs’ are the fields adjacent to

the Oddfellows public house, the field

between Brook House and the Rectory,

agricultural land between the Elms

School and Colwall Primary School and

the fields between Old Church Road and

The Crescent.

4.5 These spaces provide important

visual gaps that break up the linear

development and many residents value

the views of the Malvern Hills and open

countryside that they give from within

the village. Important views into and

out of the village are shown on the map

on the inside back cover.

4.6 The retention and integration of

natural and open features can greatly

enhance and complement new

development and soften its impact.

Existing public footpaths should be seen

as part of a development,

integrated within it and not displaced to

the edges, and should link open spaces,

so adding to the spatial quality. This

openness will deter crime and increase

personal safety.
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Open field between Old Church Road and The Crescent

Open space between Brook House and the Rectory

‘Green lung’ by ‘Oddfellows’



4.7 The way that the different areas of

the settlement blend into the landscape

in an irregular and gradual fashion, with

trees and open spaces providing

screening and visual breaks, is of

paramount importance and must be

protected.

4.8 The distinctive character of Colwall

results from its landscape setting in a

designated Area of Outstanding Natural

Beauty, the diversity of its buildings and

the open spatial quality of the

settlement.

The Malvern Hills District Local Plan,

adopted in 1998, defines the Settlement

Boundaries for Colwall. These

boundaries were arrived at after long

and detailed debate. The village widely

sees them as the best solution

achievable. Important visual approaches

into settlements, open areas in

developments, green corridors,

ridgelines and surrounding valued open

countryside should be particularly

protected.

Pattern of development - Guidelines

Any development whether it be a new

property, extension, or addition to an

existing building should: -

� allow sufficient space to be able to

retain the open green effect

characteristic in the village and

avoid overcrowding

� protect the distinctive views into

and out of the village which are

afforded by existing open spaces

� provide adequate roadside grass

verges to building frontages to

maintain the spatial environment

� ensure that landscaping proposals

use species characteristic of the

village and to a design that is

compatible with its surroundings

� in the case of new developments,

new open spaces should be created

so that these developments can be

part of the existing settlement

pattern and linked to the open

countryside, thus integrating the

buildings with their agricultural

surroundings
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Below:- Aerial view looking north from Oddfellows

Public House to the Park Hotel showing open green

effect, spatial environment linking into open countryside



5 BUILDINGS

5.1 The buildings in the village

exhibit a great variety of styles

from different centuries and

decades. They are predominantly

residential but in addition include

schools, shops, hotels and public

houses, and a small modern

industrial estate of steel-framed

buildings. Residential buildings

include private developments of

single or small groups of dwellings,

community housing and starter

homes for families.

There are more than 80 grade II

listed buildings scattered

throughout the parish. There are

also a few more contemporary

building designs, some of which

have been commissioned on an

individual basis.
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Distinctive contemporary building design in Evendine

“Joyce’s”, Stowe Lane

Modern small development in Colwall Green

Community housing at Brookside, Colwall Stone

Recent barn conversion in Evendine Lane



Materials

5.2 There are a few old timber

frame buildings and stone or

rendered cottages interspersed

throughout the village, with tile or

slate roofs, and a few with thatch.

A small number of the imposing

larger properties and their lodges

built by the Ballard families in the

nineteenth century used an

innovative technique of concrete

construction with render finish.

Apart from these, most of the

village dwellings are constructed of

brick and tile.

5.3 The variation in decorative

style of the Victorian and

Edwardian houses whether it be

chimney pots, roof pitches, ornate

ridge tiles, tile patterns, decorative

barge boards, bay windows or

entrance ways adds much to the

character of the village.

Plot Boundaries

5.4 There is a wide range of variation

in the materials and methods used to

mark out the boundaries to properties.

Evergreen hedging is most common

either on its own or in conjunction with

a variety of materials and styles such as

hooped metal railings, brick walling,

stone walling from local quarries,

wooden fencing and ditches. A new

property boundary should conform well

with existing adjacent properties and

boundaries, and be varied within a

development.
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A Ballard bungalow

Chimney styles



5.5 The setting of the village in

the landscape is much enhanced by

the variety of roof lines created by

housing development over the last

century. Careful consideration

needs to be given in any new

building proposals to the visual

impact of their roof construction.

It is important to avoid the creation of

a mass of roofing, which is

overpowering and dominates views

both into and out of the village.

5.6 The importance of achieving

high quality design is clearly set

out in government policy guidance.

Development proposals should

serve to promote or reinforce local

distinctiveness having regard to the

setting of the site and its

characteristics. When conversion

of rural buildings and reuse of large

country houses is contemplated,

their importance to the local

character of their immediate

vicinity should be assessed.

Buildings - Guidelines

� Design details and materials should

be chosen to be harmonious with

neighbouring properties

� New building should demonstrate,

respect and respond to the

character of the local area.

Particular attention should be paid

to the height of new development to

ensure that it is not out of

character with the immediate

surrounding area

� Housing developments should be of

a scale, design and size compatible

with the character of the

surrounding area. Where there

are groups of houses to be built

together variety should be

introduced in size, style and plan

form

� High quality design is essential in

the future, to continue the

characteristic mixture of buildings

from successive decades

� Particularly high standards should

be reflected in the design, detailing

and finishes on all elevations, not

only those to the front

� Industrial, commercial and farm

buildings should be adequately

screened and not dominate the

landscape. Large span roof

finishes, especially metal cladding,

should be discouraged but if

essential they should blend with the

landscape

16 7 February 2001
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6 ROAD AND LANE FEATURES

6.1 Colwall is central to an Area of

Outstanding Natural Beauty and any

new road furniture should not adversely

effect the character or appearance of the

area. The current limited use of

advertising boards and shop displays

helps to create a discrete atmosphere of

business whilst adding to the vibrant

character of the village.

6.2 Many services in the village have

been placed or moved underground.

This policy should be encouraged, as

overhead cables, their supports and

accessories have a detrimental effect on

the road scene and countryside. New

overhead cables are not allowed in the

AONB.

Recommendations

� All types of road furniture -

benches, litter bins, signs etc., should

be in keeping with a rural scene,

using materials that blend in with

their surroundings

� Advertising boards should be

temporary and feature outside the

property they are advertising. The

placing of posters and notices on

lamp posts and trees should be

discouraged. The appropriate

authorities should monitor and

exercise stricter control of fly

posting. Full use should be made of

the notice boards around the village

� The public telephone boxes should be

retained in traditional form. BT have

agreed to maintain the existing red

boxes for as long as spare parts are

available.

Lighting

6.3 Colwall is adequately lit by

orange coloured lamps. Light is now

recognised as a source of pollution.

Designs are available which reduce

glare by preventing light spillage above

the horizontal and directing all the

available light to those areas where it is

most needed.

Recommendations

Not all forms of lighting require

planning permission but it is

recommended that for any new or

replacement lighting scheme:

� Light spillage into the adjoining areas

and the sky is minimised

� Public lighting should be limited to

footway lighting, be white in colour

and ‘fully cut-off’ to avoid light

pollution

� Whenever possible the existing

orange lights should be upgraded to

white, ‘fully cut-off’ units

� Use of timers and passive sensors

should be considered in order to

avoid unnecessary operation
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Peter’s plants at

Colwall Stone

General

Stores and

butchers



7 ENVIRONMENT, WILDLIFE AND LEISURE

7.1 The environment of Colwall is

influenced by its position on the western

slopes of the Malvern Hills where it is

subject to the rainfall brought by the

prevailing south west winds. This

rainfall influences the vegetation,

landscape and habitation of the area.

The natural landscape includes famous

springs, naturally occurring ponds and

watercourses. Several streams take

water from the hills and flow into

Cradley Brook that runs through the

parish.

7.2 Broadleaf woodland, open common

land and ancient semi-natural woodland,

mainly deciduous, are found within the

parish boundary. Specimen conifers

from Victorian planting and other

evergreens also make a significant

contribution to the habitat and

landscape, particularly in winter. Where

they have nature conservation value, old

and over-mature trees and dead wood

should be retained wherever possible.

Many trees and groves of trees are

subject to Tree Preservation Orders.

Colwall Parish Council has published a

supplementary Trees Policy, available

from the Clerk to the Council, giving

guidance on tree management and new

planting.

7.3 The large number of mixed species

hedgerows is a dominant feature seen

from the Hills. Some are at least 150

years old and protected by Hedgerow

Regulations. The hedgerows have been

recorded in a recent survey by a group

from Colwall Village Society led by the

parish Tree Warden.

7.4 Agriculture has an important

environmental impact on the village.

The vegetation of the higher parts is

mainly grassland for sheep grazing

while the lower valley is more suitable

for cattle and arable crops. Currently

agricultural land ownership is in the

hands of a few families who own the

greatest part of the non-developed land

in the parish and its neighbourhood.

With the current poor economic outlook

for the agricultural industry, this

situation may change. Pressure to alter

farming practices is increasing; new

practices could potentially have a

detrimental impact on Colwall’s

environment. On the whole the present

use of agricultural land is in sympathy

with the needs of both countryside and

the village and it is important to

continue this natural balance and scale.

7.5 Herefordshire Council should be

encouraged to work with owners of

historic landscapes to establish

management plans, including the

replanting or restoration of lost features.

The cedar tree at Colwall Cricket Club
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7.6 The landscape gives rise to a varied

wildlife population including classic

woodland fauna and flora and plentiful

birdlife. Old orchards in Evendine and

elsewhere are havens for wildlife;

scabious are found in Colwall Green,

and wild daffodils in St James’

Churchyard, along with orchids in

unimproved grasslands. The Charlie

Ballard Nature Reserve created by

Colwall Parish Council near the village

centre provides a mixed habitat

including a pond.

7.7 There are Special Wildlife Sites

(SWS) within the parish. Chase Road

and Jubilee Drive form the boundary of

the Malvern Hills designated Site of

Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). To

assist locally in the preservation of fast

disappearing woodland wildlife species,

a Biodiversity Action Plan for

Herefordshire is being prepared by the

Herefordshire Council.

7.8 The slopes of the Malvern Hills

provide the main tourist attraction to the

area. A loop to the popular

Worcestershire Way runs through the

village centre and there is a certificated

camping site on the important green

space next to Oddfellows public house.

Colwall Parish Council has produced a

comprehensive footpaths map. By

maintaining the paths to a high standard,

in co-operation with the Herefordshire

Council, the Malvern Hills Conservators

and other landowners, the Parish

Council encourages ready public access

to the countryside. It is important that

these rights of way continue to be well

maintained.
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Land east of the railway line, formerly the Race Course, looking towards Oyster Hill

Picture shows tree variety, hedgerows and grassland meadows



Environment, Wildlife and Leisure

Guidelines

� Tree numbers and hedgerows

should be preserved, retained and

enhanced wherever possible

� Changes in agricultural practices

should not have a detrimental

impact on Colwall’s environment.

Every encouragement should be

given to landowners and farmers in

their stewardship of the precious

environmental heritage

� Natural vegetation should be

allowed to continue to enhance the

road scene

� New buildings should be in plots

large enough to allow the growth of

vegetation, including native

specimen trees, around the

development

� The Parish Council’s Trees Policy

should be given full weight in the

planting and ongoing management

of trees

� Green open spaces should be

managed appropriately for their

situation to maintain and enhance

their landscape and wildlife value

The Parish Council, community

organisations and local residents will:

� seek opportunities to plant copses

and trees in and around the village to

maintain and enhance the setting of

Colwall

� continue to maintain and monitor the

network of recreational routes and

footpaths both within the village and

those giving access to the countryside

� seek opportunities to secure safe

routes for all pushchairs, wheelchairs

and bicycles

� maintain the Charlie Ballard Nature

Reserve
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The Charlie Ballard Nature Reserve



8 ECONOMY, SERVICES AND COMMUNITY

8.1 Colwall has grown steadily in the

last 40 years, predominantly to satisfy

the housing needs of an expanding

national and local population. The

results of a village questionnaire

completed in January 1999 show that

Colwall, like Herefordshire in general,

has a high age profile, many people

being migrants to the area. However,

Colwall with its large population has

significant numbers in other age groups.

This is reflected in the recent expansion

in numbers at the local primary school.

8.2 Alongside the residential growth

an array of shops and services adds

depth and a sense of community to the

village. Although the range of shops

and services has eroded steadily –

recent losses include petrol stations,

banks and a post office/general store, a

particularly broad nucleus remains at

the village centre. A number of hamlets

and villages to the west, such as

Mathon, Coddington and Bosbury are

supplied with some services from

Colwall, thus increasing the economic

catchment area beyond the immediate

parish boundary.

8.3 The main larger businesses

contributing to the economy of the

village are the Coca-Cola Schweppes

bottling plant for Malvern Water near

the centre and Skot Transformers in

Upper Colwall. These provide some

local employment. However, the results

of the questionnaire also showed that a

high proportion of residents who work

in the village are either self-employed

or work for small businesses. Of those

who work elsewhere, the majority travel

to Malvern, Worcester or beyond.

8.4 A small, modern industrial estate is

sited near the railway station. Currently

there is vacant capacity within the

estate. To accommodate business

growth there is scope for selected

change of use of appropriate buildings at

suitable sites to office, retail and light

industry. It is hoped that any such

business opportunities would provide

employment for local people.
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Modern industrial units by Colwall Station

Coca-Cola Schweppes bottling plant



8.5 The agricultural industry now

provides less employment opportunity

for the village. In the past this was not

the case with many businesses providing

services for landowners, farmers and

their employees.

8.6 Tourism within the village is a

developing economic activity. Colwall

has two AA rated hotels, many bed and

breakfast establishments and seven

public houses. The National

Michaelmas Daisy Collection brings

numerous visitors to the village,

especially in the autumn. It is envisaged

that the tourist industry may grow and

provide employment, as well as

supporting shops and services within the

village.

8.7 In addition to shops and services,

the village is fortunate in having other

facilities which bring in people and

hence economic gain to the area. These

include nursing homes, two quality

independent schools, a highly respected

Church of England Primary School,

pre-school groups, Churches,

a library and a large well equipped

village hall. There are also many leisure

activities including football, cricket,

scout movements for boys and girls,

amateur dramatics and more than 30

voluntary community groups in the

village. Like many country villages

there are limited facilities for teenagers,

and a move to address this problem

would be encouraged.
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Oddfellows Public House

Colwall Church of England Primary School

Colwall Village Hall, Mill Lane

Music shop in Broadwood Drive



8.8 It is the existence of services,

facilities and local industry that has

created the basis for a thriving

community and helps to counteract the

tendency for Colwall to become a

dormitory area for Malvern, Ledbury,

Worcester and Birmingham. By having

all the basic facilities needed in a

community, Colwall is largely an

independent village. However,

substantial growth over the last decade

has put pressure on public services,

primary school education, public

utilities and road infrastructure.

Proposals for future development should

include an assessment of all existing

facilities, such as a traffic impact survey.

Economy, Services and Community

Recommendations

� There is some scope for selected

change of use of appropriate

buildings to office, retail and light

industry

� When future development is

considered, an assessment of existing

facilities should be carried out. Such

assessments should include a traffic

impact survey
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Picton’s Nurseries, home of the National Michaelmas

Daisy Collection

Recent Barn Conversions to living accommodation and

business

Skot Transformers, Upper Colwall

General Store, Colwall Stone

Chemist at Colwall Stone



9 TRANSPORT

Roads

9.1 The modern tarmac roads in the

village have largely developed from the

old bridlepaths and trackways, with

some inevitable changes. Currently the

highway network is just about capable

of meeting the existing traffic demands.

It is important not to create unacceptable

levels of traffic which exceed this

capacity.

9.2 Most of the traffic to and through

the village travels along the Walwyn

Road (B4218). It has steep gradients

and sharp double bends at Upper

Colwall, which present a hazard for

heavy commercial vehicles. Existing

speed limits through the village are

frequently ignored. This not only

presents a hazard to pedestrians and

cyclists but also to traffic emerging from

side roads or dwellings.

Car Parking

9.3 On the Hills there are several

Malvern Hills Conservators car parks.

At peak tourist times there can be

overspill resulting in congestion. In the

village, shoppers park on the roadside,

as there is no public car park. The

presence of parked cars acts to some

degree as a traffic calming measure in

itself.

Bus services

9.4 There are regular services running

between Malvern and Ledbury and their

use should be encouraged,to ensure their

continuation. At weekends during the

summer a circular route round the Hills

is in operation for the benefit of visitors.

Taxi and Community Car Services

9.5 There is a local taxi service in

operation within the village. A

volunteer ‘Ring and Ride’ service is

organised by Ledbury Community

Services for those who have no car and

find door to door transport essential.

Railway and rail services

9.6 Colwall is connected by rail

directly to Ledbury and Hereford and

thence to South Wales or Liverpool and

the North. In the other direction the

railway passes through Malvern and

Worcester to London or Birmingham.

This rail link provides an extremely

important transport amenity for Colwall.
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Road scene at Colwall Stone with local service bus



Road Recommendations

� A weight restriction should be

introduced governing the flow of

commercial traffic from Great

Malvern into Colwall through Upper

Colwall. Access should be permitted

for heavy traffic only from the

Ledbury direction

� A high degree of road surface

maintenance and adequate drainage

arrangements should be designed into

future developments

� Appropriate traffic calming measures

to ensure a balance between speed

and safety should be considered as a

permanent feature

� The rural character of the network of

lanes and approaches to the village

should be maintained. Kerbed

pavements should be kept to a

minimum. Road markings should be

sympathetic to the rural environment.

The use of yellow markings gives an

impression of urbanisation and

should be minimised.

� Car parks should be discreetly placed

with the use of trees as screening

� Provision should be made for secure

bicycle stands in appropriate

locations

Railway Recommendations

� The rail link should be maintained

� It is important that parking at the

station remains free and unrestricted,

otherwise adjoining roads could

become alternative parking sites with

consequent congestion

� Partnership between Railtrack and

the Women’s Institute has created a

pleasing amenity garden at the

station. This should be fostered to

ensure an environmentally attractive

entrance to the village from the only

rail stop in the AONB

� The platform furniture and footbridge

should be kept as much as possible in

their historic colours, which are also

sympathetic to the landscape
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Central Train at Colwall Station



10 USEFUL HINTS

If you are considering altering the exterior of your property, changing any external

detail of the building or its paintwork, front garden or boundary treatments, please make

use of the suggestions below.

� Look at your property as others see it.

Take a look from the front and any

other view from which your

alterations will be seen.

� Make a note of what makes your

property either distinctive or blend in

with its neighbours. Look at

rooflines, roofing materials and

colour, chimney patterns, overall

window pattern, boundary walls, etc.

� Take a closer look at details such as

special brickwork detail, window

design and shape, doorways and door

design.

� Imagine the alterations you need to

make and consider the effect on the

appearance of your property and how

the changes you make will reflect on

neighbouring properties, especially

where your property is joined to or

grouped with others of the same or

very similar style.

� Look at other altered buildings.

There have been some sympathetic

and noteworthy restorations and

extensions in Colwall recently.

� Will your alterations sit well with the

original design and the surrounding

area? If the answer is not a clear yes

then examine other ways of achieving

the functional changes whilst

conserving the scene.

� Are window proportions being

maintained? Pay special regard to

how the window is divided up with

mullions, transoms and glazing

bars.

� Can reclaimed or closely matching

materials be used?

� Check that your architect or designer

understands your requirements. Does

he have any suggestions that will

improve it?

� If you have any doubts about the

design of your project, contact

Planning Services, Herefordshire

Council.

� The fact that Colwall lies within an

AONB places additional planning

constraints on residents particularly

where listed buildings are involved.

Examples of these include reduced

volume limits for external

extensions, internal loft extensions

which materially alter the shape of

the roof and external cladding.

Residents should be aware of the

existence of restrictions and

detailed consultation with Council

Planning Officers is advised.
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Reference: Planning: A guide for Householders, Dept. of Environment, 1996,

Obtainable from Council Offices.

Please do not forget to consult the Malvern Hills District Local Plan.
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Views in and around the Village of Colwall


